
CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION 

The ability to speak in more than one language 

style gives opportunity to the students of SMA I Ponorogo 

to choose the most appropriate style in.the circumstance 

they face. As bilingual speakers. they must be able to ma

ke their choice according to the situation of th~,case. 

Students choose their language according·to the·ad- · 

dressee, topic of conversation and setting of the interac

tion. The most determining factor is the person to whom 

they talk to. Host of the ·students use · Krama inggil' 

style when they talk to theii parents, grandparents, uncle 

and aunt, and older people. 

• Krama 111adya' style is ·used when they talk Lo older. people 

from lower social class. whereas 'Ngoko' style is used 

when the talk to their friends or older people who are 

very close to them. And Bahasa Indonesia is used in formal 

occasion e.g when they talk to their teachers and to go

vernment officers and to persons who do not speak Java

nese. 

Setting of interaction is also a determining factor 

of their choice~ Is formal events such as at the school, 

at gove~n~ent office, etc, they tend to use Bahasa Indon~

sia. Host. of them also use Bahasa Indonesia in public pla

ces. Whereas Javanese is usually used in informal e~ents 
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such as at home, in the neighbouthood, at the market, etc. 

Topic of conversation is not dominant factor for· 

students' choice. They use Javanese in their daily conve~

sation, so they talk about everything in Javanese · except 

in formal events. Only when they congratulate someone's 

birthday they exp~ess it in JndonAfli Rn hflcamu~ snch hnhi t. 

is adopted from other ctilture (not Javanese original ha

bit), so the expression they use is also adopted from 

other languages. 

Sex and social status of the speakers can be the 

factors that determine speakers· language choice, too. Fo~ 

students ~f SHA I Ponorogo, the different social status 

does not determine their choice. Most of them have the 

same choice. The percentages of language choice between 

them is almost the same. Whereas different s~x mak~~. ·the~ 

choose different style. ·Female students. mostly use more 

polite style than male students. 

The conclusi6n o~ this discussion, generally, is. 

that students · choose their language according to the 

addressee and setting of interuclion. Besides their sex 

also determines 

does not. 

their choice, but their social status 
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